New Ideas for
A FRESH START

The Ultimate Guide to American Style!
She’s often referred to as one of the great decorators in the classical tradition, for good reason: nobody does it better.

**How do you want to live in a house?** That’s the most important thing to know before you buy or build. Do you cook? Entertain? Are you going to maintain it yourself?

**Round Tables Are So Versatile.** The Harvest Table in my BeeLine collection can be a small dining table, or used in a front hall or next to a sofa.

**Nature’s Miracle is Amazing; Particularly If You Have Pets.** It takes odors and stains out of any kind of mess.

**I Store Tableware in Groups.** Like things go together, so it’s easy to set the table. My tablecloths are on big, open-ended coat hangers—helps keep them from getting too wrinkled.

**Above:** To tame the grandly scaled living room of a house in Hobe Sound, Florida, Williams created several intimate seating groups. “That helps make a large room comfortable for two people or 20,” she says. “A large room also needs furnishings and accessories that have scale and presence, as well as a mix of unusual silhouettes and finishes to delight the eye.” She included oversized plaster roundels and Chinese export porcelain temple jars, and a fanciful papier-mâché “seafood grotto” mirror over the fireplace. When Williams decorated the room, she kept in mind that it overlooked the ocean: “A house by the sea needs to reflect its surroundings, but in a subtle way—with natural materials like the stone floor, airy fabrics like the linen curtains, and a melding of relaxed and sophisticated furnishings.”

**There Are Two Ways** to use a sofa—for lounging or conversation. Most are only good for one or the other. The Whitney by A. Schneller Sons is great for both. It’s deep enough that two people can stretch out together.

“A chair should look as good from the back as it does from the front.”

**In Most Homes,** the dining room goes to waste. My dining table doubles as my desk. I keep my supplies in beautiful boxes and trays, so I can whisk it all away in five minutes.

**Old Textiles with Character,** like this embroidered Turkish towel, are a great way to add pattern and warmth to a room. I use them for cushions, to cover a chair, or just tossed over the back of the sofa.

**Flower Arrangements** should look easy and natural. I like to assemble a small bouquet in my hand, then tie the stems to hold it together before putting it in a container.

**Art Doesn’t Have to Be Expensive**—even simple framed prints can be interesting. Edouard Vuillard’s Au Lit is one of my favorite paintings, and years ago I visited a company that made copies of art for movie sets. This was hanging there! Now it hangs in my dining room. I love the colors, and it’s so evocative and mysterious.